
Email from Applicants - 3016106 

Dear Mr Hatfield and Mr Mitchell 

We note the Gorgon Ring Fencing Protocol previously provided cross-references to other 
documents, particularly in relation to defined terms. For ease of interpretation, we have 
produced a stand-alone protocol which the Participants propose would govern the 
Project, subject to any amendments required by the independent auditor. Please note that 
other than amending the definitions under paragraph 2, no other substantive changes have 
been made to the version of the protocol previously provided to the ACCC by the Participants. 

Kind regards, 
Verity 

Verity Quinn 
Senior Associate 
Allens Arthur Robinson 



GORGON GAS PROJECT RINGFENCING PROTOCOL ("PROTOCOL") 

1. PURPOSE 

Each Seller acknowledges that Marketing Information must be ring-fenced fiom Rival 
Projects and, without prejudice to any other internal procedures each Seller is required to 
adhere to, will implement and comply with the ring-fencing procedures set out in this 
Protocol. 

In this Protocol, unless the context otherwise requires: 

"Domestic Gas" means Natural Gas derived fiom the Title Area and the Unit produced, 
treated and made available to each Seller for sale at a suitable delivery point. 

"Domestic Gas Marketing Forum" means the fonun comprising a representative of each 
SelIer and the Sales Representative. 

"Demgas Project* has the same meaning as under the Gorgon Gas Processing and 
Infkastructure Project Agreement dated 9 September 2003 which is Schedule 1 to the Barrow 
island Act 2003 (WA). 

"Marketing Information" means information provided by or relating to a customer or a 
prospective customer of the Domgas Project that is of a commercially sensitive nature and 
relevant to the supply or potential supply of Domestic Gas from the Domgas Project, . 
including information: 

(A) which, where provided by a customer or a prospective customer is identified or 
othenvise considered by the same as confidential; 

(B) which, where relating to a customer or a prospective customer, but provided by a 
person other than a customer or prospective customer, is identified or otherwise 
considered by the provider to be confidential; 

(C) relating to the financial position of a customer or a prospective customer and, in 
particular include-i information relating to its or their assets and liabilities and any 
other material that affects or may affect its or their financial position or reputation; 

@) relating to pricing, price structure, price formulas and price reviews; 

(E) reiating to volumes; 

Q relating to delivery points or demand; 

(G) relating to a customer'i or a prospective customer's proprim strategies and 
business plans; 

relating to a customer's or prospective customer's own customers, suppliers and 
transporters that has actual or potential commercial value; or 

(I) other similar information that has actual m potential commercial value, 



but does not incIu& idomt ion  that is in, or comes into, the public domaitl or which was 
created, calculated or ascertained h m  infonnation in the public domain. 

"Marketing Staff" means the Marketing Team, commercial members of the Domestic Gas 
Marketing Forum and any other employees, consultants, independent amtractors or agents 
directly involved, on a day-to-day basis, in sales, sales promotion and negotiations (whether 
or not they are also hvolved in other fimctions) for the Domgas Project but does not include 
employees, consultants, independent contractors or agents involved in: 

(A) strategic deeision making and general stewardship, including the executive officer or 
officers to whom Marketing Staffreport either directly or indirectly; or 

) technical, administrative, accounting, legal, analysts or service functions. 

"Marketing Team" means: 

(A) the person appointed by the Sales Representative to perform the Services; and 

(B) any delegate of that person. 

"Natural Gasfr means a naturally muning mixwe of one or more hydrocarbons which 
nonnally exist as a gaseous state at 101.325kPa and at a temperature of 15 degrees Celsius 
and can include one or more of hydrogen sulphide, sulphide, nitrogen, helium, carbon dioxide 
and other gases; 

"Proportionate Sharetr means the respedive participating interest of each Seller h m  time 
to time. 

"Related Body Corporate" means in relation to each Seller, a corporation that is deemed to 
be related to it pursuant to section 50 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). 

"Rival Project" means a project or business, other than the Domgas Project, engaged in the 
production or sale of Natural Gas in the Western Australian domestic market and in which a 
Seller or its Related Body Corporate has or gains an interest. 

"Sales Representativet' means Chewoh (TAPL) Pty Ltd. 

"Sellerw means, as the context I.equires, 'she11 Development (Australia) Pty Ltd, Mobil 
Australia Resources Company Pty Ltd, Chevron Australia Pty Ltd and Chevron (TAPL) Pty 
Ltd, and their successors or assigns. 

nServlcesw means the services to be provided by the Sales Representative to or for each 
Seller. 

"Title Area" means the surface area covered by the following petroleum titles of which each 
SelIer holds a Proportionate Share, including any extension, variation, substitution or renewal 
thereof WA-2-R, WA-3-R, WA-5-R, WA-14-R, WA-15-R, WA-19-R, WA-20-R, WA-21-R 
and such other areas notified by each Seller to the Sales Representative from time to time, 
subject to the cansent of each other Seller. 

"Unitv means the Jansz-10 unit created by the mitisation of the Jansz and 10 titles: WA-18-R, 
WA-25-R and WA-26-R 



3. RINGFENCXNG: RIVAL PROJECTS 

3.1 Subject to paragraph 3.2, if a Seller (or its Related Body Cmporate) gains an interest 
in a Rival Project, it must ensure that: 

(A) Marketing St& are not also directly involved in sales, sales promotion or 
negotiations for a Rival Project; 

(B) Marketing Information does not pass to employees, consultants, independent 
contractors or agents directly involved in saIes, sales promotion and 
aegotiations for a Rival Project; and 

(C) Marketing Wormation from such Rid Project does not pass to the 
Marketing Team or Marketing Staff. 

3.2 A Seller remi* Marketing Mixmation may disclose it to its directors, officers, 
employees, contractors, consultants or advisors (other than Marketing Staff) engaged 
in a Rival Project, or to the directors, officers, employees, contractors, consultants or 
advisors of a Related Body Corporate engaged in a Rival Project (other than 
Marketing Staff) where disclosure: 

(A) is necessary and reasonable for the management of the Dorngas Project; or 

is made for a purpose agreed to. by a customer ox a prospective customer 
providing such Marketing Information. 

4. IRINGFENCING: lmFtKETING TEAM 

4.1 The Marketing Team and Marketing Staff must ensure that Marketing Infinmation is: 

(A) not disseminated on their employer's htnmet; 

@) not passed on to employees, cmsultants, independent contractors or agents 
within their organisations who are directly involved in sales, sales promotion 
and negotiations for a Rival Project; 

(C) if in eledronic form, stored in password protected folders on a clearly 
identified segregated directory with controls in place to limit access to that 
data or information; 

@) printed to a dedicated printer or by use of secure printing requiring a pin 
number to collect the documents; and 

Q if in hardcopy form, stored in secure cabinets. 

4.2 Marketing Team and Marketbig Staff members will: 

(A) if possible, and where practical, be lodated in offices which must be lacked 
when vacated; 

(B) while directly involved in sales, sales promotion and negotiations for the 
Domgas Project, be sepatated h m  employees, consultants, independent 
contractors or agents within their organisations who are directly involved, on 
a day to day basis, in those activities for a Rival Project; 



(C) attend annual compliance training on competition law; 

(D) be made aware of the Sellers' obligations under this protocol; and 

(E) if they are to be transferred ta perform work duties in connection with a Rival 
Project. 

(1) be counselled as to the ddentiality of the Marketing Information; 
and 

(2) not undertake, on a day-to-day basis, marketing activities for the 
Rival Project for a reasonable period of time aRer ceasing work for 
the Domgas Project. 




